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WELCOME
Our premium-quality Designer Door
range delivers the perfect blend of
beauty and performance, providing the
warmest of welcomes to any home. Each
door is manufactured to order by our
team of craftsmen, to provide an elegant,
high-performance and high-security
solution for any home. Our extensive
range features a wide variety of designs
to suit any style of house or apartment.
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DESIGNER DOORS

CHOOSING YOUR
DESIGNER DOOR
Creating your perfect Designer Door couldn’t be easier.
Visit www.smartdesignerdoors.co.uk/create
Create your beautiful new entrance door in stunning
interactive 3D on our dedicated website. If you need a little
help, the site is full of inspirational ideas and creative tips.
 elect your style
1. S
Browse our complete Designer Door range
and select your favourite styles.
2. C
 hoose your colour
Visualise each door with different colour
combinations from our own extensive
colour palette, or the RAL range.
3. S
 elect your hardware
Complete the perfect look by adding your choice
of hardware from our high quality range.
4. P
 ick your security options
Choose from our range of locking options,
all of which are PAS 24 high security
tested to give you peace of mind.
5. S
 hare your Designer Door
Share your favourite designs with family
and friends on social media.
6. S
 end your Designer Door to local Installers
Use our online locator to send your chosen design(s)
to one or more of our installation partners.
Your chosen supplier from our nationwide network of
Designer Door installers will work with you at every stage
of the process, from design to installation. They will answer
any questions you may have and offer expert advice to make
sure you select the perfect door to meet all your needs.
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PROTECTING
W H AT YO U LO V E
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EXPERTS IN
ALUMINIUM
With a wealth of experience, we are now the
UK’s leading supplier of aluminium doors and
windows, supplying a wide range of systems
for both new homes and refurbishment
projects. From our state-of-the-art, 60,000m²
base in the South West of England we control
the whole manufacturing process. From the
first stage of extruding the aluminium, right
through to manufacturing your new Designer
Door, we take great care and enormous pride
in providing you with products of the highest
quality and performance standards.
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PRECISION
CONSTRUCTION
Our research and development team focused on creating
a range of doors that delivers everything you need in
terms of security, performance and quality.
Renowned for its perfect combination of light weight
and high strength, aluminium is the perfect material
for entrance doors, providing slim, elegant designs and
outstanding, long-life performance. With a lifespan
measured in decades rather than years, together with
extremely low maintenance requirements, aluminium has
become the preferred choice for discerning homeowners.
From the specification of the raw materials, right
through to the application of the high-quality, lustrous
finish, we monitor, measure and control quality at every
stage of the door’s life. Each door receives a final,
comprehensive quality inspection before it is
ready to leave our factory and be delivered to you,
with pride.
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LET US
INSPIRE YOU
Our broad range covers a wide variety of
design options for all types of homes –
from modern contemporary lines to more
traditional, quintessentially British door
styles. Whichever design you decide is
right for your home, we have an extensive
selection of glazing and door furniture to
enable you to provide those all-important
finishing touches.
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SAFETY &
PEACE OF MIND
We select the best materials and the highest
quality fittings to ensure your new door
provides an outstanding level of protection
and security.
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DESIGNER DOORS

YOUR SECURITY
IS OUR PRIORITY
Safety and security were central to each
design decision in the development of the new
Designer Door range, with each door meeting
the requirements of PAS24, a British Standards
test used to assess the security performance of
windows and doors.
The doors’ block construction features a hidden
fixing system to ensure maximum protection and
every door comes with the choice of two highsecurity locking mechanisms. You can choose
between a multi-point slam lock, which means
that the door locks automatically each time you
close it, and is opened by a key, or a 10-point
lock, where the door can only be locked and
unlocked with the key. Both locks offer the same
high level of security, so the choice really comes
down to which one best suits your lifestyle.
Completing the range of security features, all
our doors also have adjustable hinges and locks,
fully integrated glazing panels (eliminating the
need for glazing beads), tamper protection and
drill-proof cylinders. Every door also features a
completely hidden sash and fixing system which
protects the lock body.
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A LUSTROUS FINISH
APPLIED WITH CARE
To help with your all-important colour choice, our
unrivalled palette spans from traditional white and
black to pastel shades of blue and green, and vibrant
reds and yellows. And of course, you can choose your
door and/or your frame in a dual-colour format, with
the inside and outside, or outer frame and door sash
supplied in different colours – all with the assurance of
our 25 year paint guarantee. Maintenance is simple and
straightforward, with a routine ‘wipe-clean’ all that is
required to keep the products looking their best. With
no requirement for re-painting or re-varnishing,
aluminium doors will never fade, deteriorate or rust,
even in harsh environments or coastal locations.

Smart are Qualicoat Marine Approved Powder Coat Applicators
Marine guarantee applied for separately.
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DESIGNER DOORS

MAKE IT UNIQUE
MAKE IT YOURS
View our full range of hardware choices online.
www.smartdesignerdoors.co.uk/make-it-yours
We have selected a broad range of high
quality door furniture to match the quality and
performance of the doors, while at the same
time complementing their good looks. The
complete range is displayed in the Make it Yours
section of www.smartdesignerdoors.co.uk,
where you can compare different letter plate,
handle and knocker options and then to choose
accessories that perfectly complement your
chosen door styles.
Our online, interactive door builder has been
designed to help you with this, so that choosing
the right accessories is a simple, straightforward
and enjoyable process. Once you have chosen
your preferred door styles, you can experiment
with different accessories, security and colour
options, visualising the combinations in 3D to
help you decide on the perfect one.
You can then send your preferred designs to
your chosen Designer Door installers
(use our online locator to find
installers local to you).
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MADE WITH CARE
MADE WITH PRIDE
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GUARANTEED
PERFORMANCE
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Every Designer Door is manufactured in the UK by our
specialist team, so whatever the weather, you can be
sure of the timeless beauty of your door and that it has
been engineered to last.
	
Elegant aluminium profiles provide strength
and durability
	
All glazing units are 66mm triple glazed and
laminated for added protection and comfort
	
Our fully insulated door panel and thermal
barrier technology provide enhanced
performance and energy efficiency
	
The integrated weather bar and centre gaskets
provide excellent weather protection
	
Our doors require minimal maintenance and
deliver outstanding, long-life performance
	
Smart are Qualicoat Marine Approved Powder
Coat Applicators
Marine guarantee applied for separately.
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We provide a comprehensive guarantee on each of our
doors which covers the paint finish for 25 years,
manufacturing for 10 years, glass for 5 years and
hardware for 12 months.
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DESIGNER DOORS

STYLES TO SUIT
YOUR HOME
Our extensive Designer Door collection features an
impressive array of designs and style – from the
cutting edge of minimalist chic in our Modern range
to the timeless elegance of our Traditional, Cottage
and Vintage portfolios. We have also put together a
wide range of colour, glazing and hardware options to
provide those all-important finishing touches for your
new door.
Select the perfect colour combination for the inside
and outside of your Designer Door, with options
ranging from traditional white to pastel shades of blue
and from greys and blacks through to vibrant reds and
greens. With this huge selection, you can choose to
match an existing colour, or to make a real design
statement with a striking contrast.
Use our online Designer Door configurator to help
create the perfect front door and to make the ideal
entrance to your home.
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TRADITIONAL

Classically-styled doors with modern performance.

Recreating the elegance of Victorian, Edwardian and Georgian doors, our Traditional range
delivers safety, security and outstanding performance. This outstanding collection has been developed
and manufactured in Britain to reﬂect the unique charm and individuality of entrance doors in the UK,
their classic beauty enhanced by our extensive range of hardware and glazing options. With modern
materials and construction techniques, the doors not only deliver outstanding safety and security,
but also class-leading acoustic, weather protection and thermal performance.
The door colour shown is KL013 Dark Grey, from the Smart Naturals range.

EDWARDIAN

REGENCY

VICTORIAN

WINDSOR
DT0007†

DT0003

DT0006

†Available soon. Please check with your supplier.
*Variants available. Speak with your supplier for further information.

DT0005
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MODERN

A chic range of styles to suit the
modern lifestyle.
This contemporary range of door styles
has been developed to suit new homes
and apartments, offering a modern look
for a striking design statement.
The door colour shown is KL013 Dark Grey,
from the Smart Naturals range.

†Available soon. Please check with your supplier.
*Variants available. Speak with your supplier for further information.
AMERSHAM

ASHWELL

BLOOMSBURY

DM0001*

DM0002

DM0003

BROADSTONE

CANONBURY

CLIFTON

EASTLEIGH

FALMOUTH

HAMBLETON

KINGSBRIDGE

KENSINGTON

LYMINGTON

MARLBOROUGH

DM0004

DM0009

DM0005

DM0011

DM0006

DM0012

DM0007

DM0013

DM0008

DM0014
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OAKHAM

PEMBROKE

MAYFAIR

PURBECK

RUSHCLIFFE

PIMLICO

SHERBOURNE

RICHMOND

SHIPSTON

TEDDINGTON

DM0015*

DM0020

DM0016

DM0021

DM0017

DM0022

DM0018

DM0023

DM0019

DM0024

MODERN PLUS
Distinctive raised mouldings for an ultra modern look

OXFORD
DM0031*

HIGHGATE
DM0033

TWICKENHAM
DM0025†

WINCHESTER
DM0026

WESTBURY
DM0028
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TRADITIONAL
STYLES FOR
MODERN LIVING
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COTTAGE

A characterful collection of doors with plenty of charm.
Perfect for classical, rural and urban homes, the charm and elegance
of these doors deliver timeless, effortless elegance.
The door colour shown is KL013 Dark Grey, from the Smart Naturals range.

COLEFORD

AXBRIDGE

DT0008

DT0009

CHURCHILL

PURTON

DT0010

DT0011

VINTAGE

Elegantly styled doors to compliment your home.
Reﬂecting the classic chic of 1920s and 30s Art Deco style
these doors will add beauty and elegance to any home.
The door colour shown is KL013 Dark Grey, from the Smart Naturals range.

GREENWAY
DT0001

ELBERRY
DT0002

SOMERTON
DT0012
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